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REGENERATION 

APPLICATION AND CONTROL 



I 

RlllGDERA.TION - ITS .A.PPLlO.A.TIOJf .A.ND ME'l'BOD 01 OON'l'BOL 

Regeneration 11 a 171tem of amplification in which increased output 11 secured 

by feeding some or the amplified signal baok into tho grid �or further ampllfica- 

tion. With proper control, regeneration can be used in man,y practical applications. 

RmENERATION - A 11ED-:SACK PRIBCIPLZ 

A simple receiving circuit 11 illustrated in Fig. 1. Here the function of 

the detector tube in conjunction with its grid condenser and leak, is to reduce 

the radio frequency oscillations from the input circuit to,.-..-n audio frequency and 

to convert them into unidirectional (one direction) current pulsations in the out- 

put circuit. It happens, though, that all of the current 11 not rectified and 

that the detector output 11 thus made up of two components - a radio frequenc7 

current and the rectified or audio frequency current. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

The audio current flows through the telephone receivers and produces the audible 

sounds, while the radio frequency current 11 ordinarily allowed to go to waste • 

'In a regenerative system, however, these two components are separated, and the 

. � 

radio frequency energ is put to practical use by feeding it back into the grid 

circuit in some Dl&llJler as 11 illustrated by the curved arrow in Fig. 2. Here it 

greatly reinforces the incoming grid current oscillations and thereb7 causes greater 

variations in the plate current flow. The result is that the detector output ia 
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greatq inoreaHd without having to iacr••e the initial amount ot in}'11t energ. 

Greater operatinc efficienc7 1a tlm• 1ecured, and louder aounda are proc!nced in 

the headphone a or loud epea)cer. 

Since regeneration makes it poesible to build up very weak signal• to an 

audible point, radio circuits employing this principle are excellent long diatance 

receivers. M&ll1' of the short wave receivere in present use emplo7 some form of 

regeneration. 

MJl'll>DS QJ' RJP!PJ3ATJQB 

To convert a vacuum tube circuit into a regenerative system, it 1• neceHal)" 

onl7 to provide eome means of returning 1ome of the energy from the plate circuit · 

to the input or grid circuit of the tube. 'l'hi• can be done in several .wqa, and 

it is  the method of control that dhtinguiehes one type of regeneratiTe circuit 

from another. In &rfT case, however, Te-q fine adjustments must be provided so 

that regeneration will not be overdone and cause distorted signal• with an un 

natural tone. 

Probably the most conmon method of regeneration 11 the use of a feed-back or 

tickler coil connected in the plate circuit and induct1vel7 coupled to the 

secondaq of the antenna tuner. In another qstan the feed-back 1• controlled by 

means of a variable condenser, while a third is the tuned plate circuit. J'.ach of 

these methods, as well a• a mmiber of others, pos1esses certain advantages or dis 

advantages a1 will be proven in the followincg 1ections. 

From the preceding discussion it 11 evident that a regenerative detector 

always involves three individual circuits - the primary or antenna-ground loading 

circuit "P", the secondary or grid-filament input circuit, and the regenerative or 

plate-feed back circuit. The number of coils used, of course, will differ with 

different circuit arranganents, depending upon the feed-back method employed. 
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A e1mple 7et Tery efficient form of inductiveq coupled regenerative receiver 

is illustrated in :rig. 3. Thie employ-• the old familiar �rio-coupler w1. th a 

· tapped primarr and rotating secondary, and a variable condenser. The tuntn« cir- 

cui t is connected directly acroes 'the primary L-1 of the coupler, while the 

secondary or rotor is  connected in series with the plate circuit. The plate 

current thus sets up around the second&ry a magnetic field that reinforcee the 

field of the grid circuit, with the result that the grid current ie strengthened 

and louder signals are produced. The amount of J'&generation ie controlled b7 

adjusting the poei tion of the rotor. But the rotor should neTer be turned beyond 

the point at which the aet begins to squeal or howl. 

In operating the set, the firat step ie to adjust the primary L-1 until the 

sounds are beard in the head-phones, and then tune the circuit into resonance b7 

means of the condenser C-2. ::rinalq regeneration 11 cut in by adjusting the 

rotor L-2 of the coupler. 'l'he circuit giTes very g0od results, and 1:t g0od qualit7 

apparatus is used it 1• capable of fairl7 sharp tuning. 

TBll 3-CIRCUIT TUBD 

8 Ft,.4- 

The most common form of regenerat1Te detector circuit in use to� ie that 

employing a tickler feed-back coil. In this qetem a tuning unit is used that 11 

composed of three indiTidual coils ,  and it ie coimDOnly referred to ae a 3-circuit 

tuner. 
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The general circuit arrangement ia.. illustrated in J'ig. �. The tuner coneiate 

of an aperiodic (untuned) primaey o:f' 10 turns 1P", and a aecondaey of 55 turns "S', 

almnted b7 a .0005 Mid. (23-plate) variable condenser "C". The ad'Y8.lltage o:f' ueing 

an aperiodic prima17 is that it gradilal.17 diminish•• radiation in caae exceaaive 

regeneration h cut in. Thia will be explained in greater detail later on • .A.a 

usual, one aide o:f' the aecondary ia connected in eeriea with a grid condenser and 

grid leak to the grid of the detector tube, and the other aide ia connected to the 

positive aide of the filament. 

The feed-back or tickler coil "T" consists o:f' 34 turne o:f' wire wound on the 

rotor and ie coupled to the grid end o:f' the eecondaey. It la connected in aeries 

with the plate circuit aa is illustrated. The action of the entire circuit 1• ae 

follows: 

When a station is tuned in, the tickler coil 1e first aet for minimum re 

generation, that is,  ita ans ie at right angles to that of the secondary. The 

station ie located by adjusting the tuning condenser; and when the signals are 

heard clearly, the tickler 1• alowl7 turned until the sounds are heard with maxi 

llllllll intend ty. '1'h1 a increase in signal atrength 1e cauaed b7 the radio frequency 

component of the plate current setting up around the rotor a macgnetic field that 

reinforces the field of the aecond&ry. The grid oscillations are thus greatly 

strengthened, and greater variation• in the plate current are produced. 

One disadvantage o:f' tbia circuit and coil ar�ement is that eveey time the 

rotor coil is changed in position the secondary circuit is detuned somewhat, and 

the tuning condenser 1111et be readjuated to restore resonance. Thia is becauae 

the coupling or mut-aal inductance of the two coils ia varied. Thia account• for 

i ta not being poaaible to log stations with this circuit, that is, to accurately 

marlc the dial aettlnca for the correct tuning adjustment of a certain atation. 
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J. · RIGEDRA.TOR C.AIT U .l MUlI.lTURI TlWiSMI!TD 

When the tickler of a regenerative circuit 18 tuned beyond the point at which 

� click is heard and the set begin• to whittle and howl, so much energy ie fed 

back from the plate to tbe grid circuit that the tube is thrown into oecillation. 

In th11 condition the tube actualq becomes a generator of radio frequency oscil 

lations that are sent out or radiated from the receiving antenna. These emitted 

waves will affect all other nearby receiving sets. 

For instance, if tbe regenerative detector oscillates and eends out wavee at 

a frequency alightq different from the frequency of the carrier wavee of a broad 

casting station, these two eets of wavee will be superimposed upon each other and 

produce in all nearby receiving eeta a shrill equeal or whistle va1"7ing in tone 

and pitch, depending upon the difference between the two frequencies. .l alight 

moTement of the tickler will change the frequency of the radiated waves and va17 

the pitch of the whistle. Such interference ie extrane!T objectionable. 

The operator of a regenerative set should guard againet rotating the tickler 

boil beyond the point at which a click is prod:uced; for if there were a signal to 

be picked up, he would have received it with his particular tuning adjustment just 

before the tube began to oscillate and whietle. Frequentl7 B'UOh eete are referred 

to as •bloopers,• and the;r are not the beet t7Pe of set to use in a congeeted cit7 

dietr1ct. especialq when the;r are in the bands of inexperienced or careless operators. 

'l'D 'l'um:D PLlTE REGDERA.TIVE SYSHM 

..lnother very effective method of eettill8 up regeneration in a tube detector 

circuit is the tuned plate 17stem, in which the plate circuit 1e brought into 

resonance with the detector circuit b7 means of a variable inductance such as a 

variometer. 

In thia tuned plate method of regeneration uee 11 made of the capacity effect 

existing between the internal elements of the Tacuum tube. If the construction of a 
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tube is  considered, it will be eeen that tbe grid and plate consist of two metallic 

surfaces separa.ted by an insulator - in other words, they form a small condenser 
r> 

through which it 11 possible to transfer energy from the plate to the grid when the 

�roper electrical conditions exist. 

When the grid and plate circuit are thus tuned to the same frequency, the 

stronger plate current oscillations will occur in exact synchronism (in step with) 

the feebler grid oscillations. The result is that energy is fed from the plate to 

the grid through the condenser action existing between the two. Consequentl.1' the 

voltage variations impressed on the grid are greatly reinforced, and the output of 

the tube is increased many times • 

.An interesting circuit employing tuned plate regeneration is illustrated in 

Fig. 5. The tuner here consists of two coils wound on a 3-inch tube. The prima17 

consists of g to 10 turns, and separated from the primary by about one-half inch is 

the secondary which consists of 68 turns and is shunted by a .00035 Mf'd. (17 plate) 

variable condenser. A variometer is connected into the plate circuit in series 
;-- 

with the ear-phone receivers and B-battery. The reminder of the circuit 1a of 

standard construction. 

In tunillg the receiver, the variometer is firat eet in the zero position. The 

station is �hen located b7 adjueting the Tariable condenser; and when the delired 
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eignall!I are heard clearq, the •riometer is elow]Jr turned until the signal.a are 

heard with naximum intensity. 

However, the variometer should never be turned beyond the point at which the 

set begins to whistle, for then too much regeneration is cut in and the tube ie 

thrown into oscillation. 

REGENERATION AS NEGATIVE RESIST.A.NC:! 

Frequently regeneration is  referred to as negative resistance. When a re 

ceiving circuit is tuned into resonance with an incoming wave train, the inductance 

and capacity of the circuit are so balanced that thq neutralize each other. The 

only opposition that the current oscillations then experience, is the resiatance 

of the various parts and of the connecting wires. 

It is evident tbat when thia resistance baa been decreased to its lowest 

practical value, the current flow will be maximum, and the received signals will 

come through with greatest strength. Since this resistance cannot be eliminated 

entirely, there is a limit beyond which aigna.l strengtli cannot be increased. 

ThroUi;h the action of regeneration the oscillations in the grid circuit are 

greatly intensified, with the result that greater plate current variations are pro 

duced and louder signals are heard. The resistance of the circuit has not been 

affected, e,lthough the same results are obtained as if it bad been greatq decreased. 

The effect of regeneration can thus be considered as eliminating a good bit of the 

circuit resistance. Cutting in regeneration is frequently' referred to aa adding 

negative reaistance to the circuit. Negative resistance might also be called sub 

tractive resistance. 

A C;PACITY J'EED-�ACK CIRCUIT 

The circuit described here is an excellent illustration of capacity feed-back, 

that is .  of cutting in and controlling regeneration b7 means of a variable condeneer. 
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It ia a Tery efficient circu1 t,  ta it-table 1n operation, eaq to tune, and beat of 

all 11 not one that will readiq d11turb nearby aeta with anno7ing aquea.la. 

The circuit arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 6.  The antenna and tuning 

inductance is a single coil of the auto-transformer type. It ia wound with 

No. 22 D.s.c. wire on a 3-inch tube and consists of 7g turns with a tap taken off 

at the tenth turn. The first 10 turns then constitute the primary or antenna 

inductance 1P" and the next 68 turns the secondary "S" .  The latter is  shunted b7 

a .00035 Mfd. (17-plate) condenser C-1. The outer end of the secondary "G" is 

connected in series with a grid condenser to the positive aide of the filament. 

The antenna is connected to the beginning of the coil at ".A1• 

The plate or output circuit of the tube divides, one part leading through the 

ear-phone receivers to the positive terminal of the B-battery, while the other 

branch leads through a variable condenser 0-2 to the antenna terminal 1.A1• It is 

through this latter branch that the radio frequency component of the detector out 

put is fed back into the grid circuit and regeneration is effected. The 8.DlOUJlt 

of regeneration is controlled b7 ad.Justing the condenser C-2. The remainder of 

the circuit 11 aelt-explanator,y. 

In tuning the set, the condenser C-2 11 set at about 25, that is ,  the rotor 

plates are about three-fourths withdrawn from tbe stator. The station is then 

located b;y means of tbe tuning condenser 0-1. I.ast4' the condenser C-2 is adjusted 

until the signals come in with good strength. Care should be taken, however, in 

not- cutting in too much regeneration and causing the set to oscillate. In case a 

hissing sound is heard in the ear-phones, the filament rheostat should be turned 

down somewhat. 

RESISTANCE OONTBOLLED REGENERATOR 

Another method of controlling the feed-back effect in a regenerative detector, 

is by means of a variable high resistance shunted across the tickler or feed-back coil. 
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Thi I scheme ha• become quite prominent on account of its simplici t;y and the ease 

and smoothness with which regeneration can be varied. It permits the use of a 

fixed tickler coil, and the tuning or wave length adjustment of the secondary 

circuit is not affected by variations in the feed-back circuit. Another advantage 

it offers over the 3-circuit tuner is  that it does not involve the use of a 

moveable or rotating inductance with its possibilities of broken wires or poor 

sliding contacts • 

.An effective circuit in which regeneration is  controlled b;r this resistance 

method ie illustrated in Fig. 7. 

8 

,..,.1 
8 

The tuner consists of three coils wound with No. 22 or 24 wire on a 3-inch tube. 

The primacy consists of 8 turns. The seconda:ey is separated from the prinary by 

one-fourth inch and consists of 69 turns. It is shunted by a .00035 Mfd • 

. 

(17-plate) variable condenser. The tickler consists of 20 turns and is separated 

from the aeoondaryby' one-eighth inch. All three coils are wound in the same 

direction. The tuner is connected into the circuit as illustrated in the figure. 

"R" is the regeneration control unit connected directl.7 across the tickler, and 

consists of a 50,000-ohm variable resistance. The remainder of the circuit is 

of standard construction. 
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To put the set into operation, the resistor 1R1 is first eet with about 

one-:f'ourth of the resietance cut in. The station 11  then located by ad.Justing 

the tuning condenser •c•. Lastly, regeneration ia cut in until the signals are 

heard with maximum loudnesa. However, the set should never be allowed to howl 

or equeal. If a hiaaing aound 1a heard in the ear-phones, the filament rheostat 

abould be turned down slightly. Jn general, the aet will be folmd to be very 

stable in operation, eaq to tune, and capable of pulling in good distant stations • 

.A. GOOD C.AP.ACITY FEED-BACK CIRCUIT 

Another highly- efficient regenerative circuit is  illustrated in Fig. 8. It  

is modeled after the Weagant •xn circuit, and in it regeneration is controlled 

or varied by means of a variable condenser. The tuner is  of the 3-circuit type 

employing a fixed tickler. The primary np• cons1ets of 8 turns, and the eecondary 

"S1 of 68 turns and is slmnted by a .00035 Mfd. (17-plate) variable condenser C-1. 

The two coils are separated one-fourth inch. The tickler "T1 is separated from 

the secondary by one-eighth inch and consiets of 20 turns� .All three coils are 

wound in the same direction with No. 22 D.s.c. wire on a 3-inch tube. Tbe con 

denser C-2 baa a capacity of .00025 Mfd. (13 plates). 

The c1rcui t arrangement is quite simple. The antenna is connected to No. l 

the beginning of the primary. The end of the primary !Jo. 2 i1  Joined to !Jo. 3 

the beginning of the 1econda17i and this comnon connection 1a then joined to the 

positive aide of the filament Bo. 7 ,  to the stator of the condenser C-1 and to the 

ground terminal binding post "Gd". The end of the secondary No. 4 ie connected to 

the rotor of the condenser and through a grid leak and condenser to the grid of 

the tube. The plate circuit divides, one part careying the audio frequency output 

to the ear-phones, while the other part carries the radio frequenc7 component 

through the condenser C-2 to the tickler coil "T". The stator of the condenser C-2 

r> is connected to the plate and the rotor to No. 5 the beginning of tlw tickler. 
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The circuit is very stable and easy to operate. In tuning, the condenser 

C-2 is first set with the rotor plates about three-fourths out of mesh. The 

station is then located by means of the condenser·c-1. Lastly regeneration 11 

cut in by adjusting condenser C-2, but this should never be carried beyond the 

point at which the set begins to howl or squeal. It a hissing eound ie heard in 

the ear-phones, the rheostat should be turned down. The circuit is an excellent 

one for good distance reception. 

THlC TWO V.A.RIOM� SE 

Tne circuit illustrated in Fig. 9 1a pro·oably the oldest and most familiar 

type of regenerative circuit known to those who bave grown up With radio • .As 

illustrated, the circuit emplo7s two variometers and a variocoupler. One vari 

ometer V-l serves to tune the grid circuit, while the other V-2 tunes the plate 

circuit. It can be further improved if desired by connecting a .001 Mfd. (43-plate) 

variable condenser in series With the ground lead at point "X". However, thie 

introduces another control and thus makes the tuning more complex. In general, 

the set is a very efficient one and capable of good long distance reception, but 

is rather difficult to tune to get best results. 

In selecting the parts it is  important to observe tbat the two variometers 

have enough turns of wire so ae to cover the desired wave length range. The set 

should be assembled with the coupler 1n the center and variometer on each aide, as 

this arrangement prevents aey feed-back action between tbfl two. To tune the set, 

the plate variometer is first set at zero, minimum regeneration • .A station is 

then located by adjusting the primary of the coupler and the grid variometer. Next, 

the secondary of the coupler is adjusted so as to sharpen the tuning. l!'inally the 

plate circuit ie tuned by means of the variometer V-2. 'l'hie cuts in the regenera 

tion and increases the signal strength. It may be necessary in the meantime to 
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slightly change the settings of "S� and V-1 in order to obtain best results. 

Regeneration, however, should not be increased too um.ch, or the quality of the 

v signals will be spoiled due to distortion. Another advisable point to bear in 

mind ie  tnat filament operation can be economized somewhat by reducing the 

brilliancy of the tune and increasing the regeneration. In this way there is 

less drain on the A-battery. 

The set functions best with the larger tubes, for the smaller tubes especially 

those of the 199-type have a very low internal capacity. Since the tuned plate 

system of regeneration depends upon this internal capacity for the feed-back 

energy, difficulty is experienced with these smaller tubes; the same applies to 

the circuit discussed previously. 

F,9.  9 

ANOTHER TYPE OF CAPACITY FEED-BACK REGENERAroR 

The advantages of a 3-circuit tuner employing a fixed tickler coil have al 

ready been made clear. The circuit illustrated in Fig. 10 is another efficient 

way of using such a tuner. Regeneration is again effected by means of a variable 

condenser, this time, however, connected directly from the plate to the positive 

side of the fil3ment of the tube. Its action will at once be understood if we 

recall the small fixed condenser tba.t bas al�s been used as a b)rpass across the 
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primacy of the first audio transformer and the B-batte17. Its function was to 

provide a special path for the radio frequenc7 component of the plate current, 

so that the audio current could go freely on its journq to the transformer, but 

the rELdio frequency current could at once get back to the positive side of the 

filament. 

In the present circuit the fixed condenser is replaced b7 a Tariable condenser 

(C-2 in the figure) having a capacit7 of .00025 Mf'd. or 13 plates. This condenaer 

thus acts as a throttle and affords a conv•nient and easy means of regulating the 

amount of radio frequency energy that is fed back into the grid circuit. Variations 

in the setting of this throttle condenser do not affect the tuning of the grid 

circuit, which is an important factor when distant stations are being looked for, 

for when once a weak: signal is tuned in with the tuning condenser C-1, it can 

easily be increased to the point of greatest volume by simply adjusting C-2. 

The 3-circuit tuner is constructed identicall7 the same as that described in 

a previous paragraph, having a primary of 8 turns, a secondar;y of 68,  and a tickler 

of 18 turns. It  is connected into the circuit as illustrated in Fig. 10. The 

entire circuit is of standard construction and the sketch is self-explanatory. 

Should it happen when the set is put into operation that no volume can be secured, 

the leads to the tickler coil should be reversed. 

I t  is quite an easy Jll8tter to change over a set tba.t ha.a installed in it a 

3-circuit tuner employing a rotating tickler to the one described here or previously-, 

for when the old tuner is removed, a condenser can be mounted in its place on the 

panel, and the tuner described here can be mounted at a convenient place back of 

the condensers on the baseboard or subpanel. The change would be well worth while 

in view of the better results that can be secured. 
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THI lUUlt.t.Rl'Z CIRCUIT 

.&. tn>• of recenerative circuit that at one time enjoyed gr•t popularitJ' 1• 

the Rei11arts circuit illuatrated in :rig. 11. The circuit 1• another modif1ca�ion 

of the Weagant c1rcui t .  It 1e excellent for dietance and ia easiq tuned. 

The coil can be wound either in the 1piderweb or solenoid form. the latter 

generall,1- being preferable. It  11 wound on a bakeli te or rubber tube Ji inches 

in diameter and 4 inches long. Ho. 24 double aillc or cotton covered wire can be 

u1ed. :Beginning at one-fourth inch from one end of the tube1 50 turna are wound 
. 

with taps brought out at the 15th, 30th and 45th turns. Thi• coil will thua con- 

sist of two ends and three taps. all of which are connected to ti. IWitch contact, 

of the plate switch. 

The eecond coil is started about one-eighth inch from the plate coil and 

coneiate of 60 turns wound in the same direction. Taps are taken off at the 3rd1 

4th1 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th turns. All of these tapa except the 10th are 

connected to the aerial switch contact,. The 10th tap 1s connected to the ground. 

J'rom the 10th turn on the winding continuee until the 4oth turn is reached, where . 

another tap is taken off. Taps are al10 taken off at the 45th and 55th turn,. 

The coil is thus continuous and consists of 6o turn, in all. The la•t five tape 
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are connected to the contacts of the grid switch. 

The condenser C-1 is a 23-plate (.0005 Mfd.) and C-2 an 11 plate (.00025 Mfd.) 

·Condenaer. The re,t of the circuit 11 of 1tandard construction. Care 1111st be 

taken in aa1embling the eet to 1ee that all the tapa are connected to the proper 

ewi tch contacts as is in the figure. 

All iMPROVl:D RlliSI STAllC:& CONTROL 

It was explained how regeneration in a detector circuit can be controlled b7 

uaing a fixed tickler coil across which is shunted a Yariable high res!stance. This 

method is ver,y aatiafactor;y, except that often the adjustment is rather critical 

with some detector tubes • .Another method is to connect a variable resistance in 

series with the tickler. Thia method also forms a very smooth control, but at the 

lower frequencies (higher wave lengths) it sometimes is rather unstable, because 

as the resistance is changed the plate pressure is also varied. 

An excellent scheme for controlling regeneration 11 illustrated in �ig. 12. 

Here the plate circuit. is  divided and the audio frequency- current is sent directly 

into the primar,y of the first audio transformer and to the positive terminal of 

the :a-batter:,. The B + pressure on the plate of the detector tube tlm.s remains 

unchanged. The other branch of the plate circuit leads through a .002 Mfd. fixed 

condenser to the fixed tickler coil 1T1 and through the variable resi1tor "R" to 

the positive side of the filament. The resistor 'R" 1hould have a value of 2500 

ohns, and acts like a control valve in regulating the a.mount of current flowing 

through the tickler coil. This method of control is ver,y smooth and quite stable 

at both higher and lower frequencies. 

The fixed condenser blocks the audio currents from going through the tickler, 

while the impedance of the transformer primaey blocks the radio frequency current. 

and causes them to paBS thl'OU8h the condenser and i'ixed tickler coil where thq 
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etf'ect regeneration. It will be found that this method is undoubtedly the 

simpler and most stable of all methods of controlling regeneration. 

OTHER IMPROV-�]l_RESI STANCE CONTROL METHODS 

1\vo i�proved methods of resistance control specially appl!c�ble to regenera- 

tive �,stems in short wave receivers, are illustrated in Figs. 13 ,  14 and 15. 

These methods permit very smooth and quiet control and cause no appreciable 

detuning effects, that is ,  variations in the degree of regeneration do not 

seriously affect the tuning of the secondary circuit. 

lt.FiCH, 
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The tuning coil consists of a primary, secondary and tickler, and for 

·broadcast reception is  wound according to tbs same specifications as given in 

a previous paragraph for circuit No. 8, except tbat it is  connected into the 

e7etem ae illustrated in Fig. 13. Jor short wave reception the coil speci- 

fications are given in a later para&raph. The regeneration control unit in 

Fig. 13 consists of a small fixed condenser having a capacity of .0001 Mfd. in 

aeries with a variable resistor of 7500 ohms. 

!he circuit arrangement illustrated in Jig. 14 also employs the same type 

of tuning coil ,  except that a small fixed condenser having a capacit7 of .0002 

Mfd. is connected between the tickler and secondary coil. The control unit con- 

aiets of a 50,000-ohm variable resiator connected across a radio frequency choke 

coil. Thia R.F. choke permits the audio frequency signal components to pe.es on 

but blocks the radio :t'requenc7 components and forces them through tbs tickler 

coil. Here they etrengthen the incoming signals 10 that these can swing the 

I 

grid of the tube wi. th greater intend v. J'or best results a .00025-Mf d. grid 

condenser is reconmended, but the best value of grid leak, from 1 to 5 megohms, 

can readil.T be determined by experiment and trial. T'ne values for short wave 

receivers are given in a later paragraph. 

Th� circuit illustrated in J'ig. 15 ia a typical short wave regenerative 

c1rcu1 t system. The tube employed is a type 37 or 6050. These are of the heater 

type; that i s ,  the electron emitting element or cathode consists of a radio-active 

cylinder or sleeve tbat 1e heated b;y a current-carrying filament paHing through 

it.  The filaments have a rating of 6.3 volts, and since the cathode is of the 

indirectly heated type, either direct current from a 6-volt atorage battery can 

ba used or alternating current from tbs 6.3-volt secondary of a filament trans- 

:former. It will be noticed that the :filament circuit is entirel.7 independent from 

the rest of the circuit system. 
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The tunin« coile, which consht maraq of a tuned •econda17 •s• and a iiclcler 

•T•, are of the •tandard plug-in t7Pe with 4-pin ba•e• fitting into a regular 

4-hole standard socket. The antenna eerie, condenser 1• a 50-lbfd. ( .00005 Jtf'd.) 

midget condenser, and tuning condenser is a standard 14o htnfd. (.0001� Mfd.) ehort 

wave condenser. A .0001 Mfd. (100 Mmfd.) grid condenser and 50,000-ohm grid leak 

are recomnended. The R.F. choke in the plate circuit should have an inductance 

of at least 2 millihenries. 

The regeneration control system is of the parallel type, and consiete of a 

100,000-ohm potentiometer sbnnted across.the tickler coil with a .00025-Mfd. 

(250 M:mfd.) fixed condenser in •eries with the circuit. The R.r. choke force• the 

radio frequency currents throU&h the tickler coil, while the potentiometer control• 

regeneration by shunting the excess feed-back currents around the tickler. !hi• 

11 a very smooth control arran&anent. 137 usin« plug-in coils of different B11ee 

various wave length bands can be tuned in, as will be explained in a later paragraph • 

.RIGENEBATION nTH SCRDN GRID TUBES 

J. screen grid tube, 1 t was previously explained, 11 a 4-element tube or tetrode• 

and contains a second grid which 1s in the form of a screen around the plate. Thia 

screen grid nornalq carries a positive potential, but by va¢ng this potential 

between zero and 1 ta rated naximum ft.lue, it can be used as a control element for 

regulating the output of the tube. Consequent1¥ it can also be made to serve as a 

regeneration control unit. 

J. r.egenerative detector system employing a screen grid tube in which regeneration 

is controlled by' varying the screen grid voltage, is illustrated in Fig. 16. The 

tuning coil consisting of a prima1"7, secondary and tickler (P . ,  s. and T . )  is also 

wound according to the specifications given in a previous section for circuit No. 8. 

The tube is a type 36 indirectly heated screen grid tube having a heater filament 
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volta0e of 6.3 volts. The filament current can thus be supplied by a 6-volt 

stora€,'.e battery ( the kind used in most automobiles) or alternating current can 

be �sed from a 6-volt filament transformer. A type 24A tube can be used instead, 

but in this case a 2J-volt filament supply is  needed, preferably a 2-t:volt fila 

merit transformer. With both the type 36 and 24A tubes 5-pin bases are used aa 

illustrated in Fig. 17,  the control grid connection in each case be11'.l8 brought 

out to a metal cap at the top of the tube. The filament circuit, it will again 

be noticed,  is  entirely independent of the rest of the circuit system. 

A D.C.  potential of 90 volts (two 45-volt B-batteries in aeries) is applied 

to the plate of the tube as illustrated, with a radio frequency choke coil in 

eerie� in the liue. But since only 55 volts are needed for the screen grid of 

the tube, a special voltage dropping or "bleeder" circuit is used. This consi�ts 

of a 30,000-ohm fixed resistor "R" in series with a 50,000-obn potentiometer "P" 

connected directly across the 90-volt B-eupply. A very small current of only a 

few milliamperes, known as the "bleeder" current. flows through this circuit. As 

this bleeder current flows through the 30,000-ohm resistor, it experiences a 

35-volt drop, so that the potential at the N o . l e n d  of the potentiometer is 

55 volts. The No. 2 end being connected directly to -B or ground is at zero 

potential. There is  thus  a drop of 55 volts across the potentiometer. Since the 

screen grid of the tube is connected to the slider on the potentiometer, the 

potential applied to the screen grid will depend upon the position of the slider. 

If the slider is moved clear to the No. 1 end, the potential applied to the screen 

grid is 55 volts. As the slider ie  moved toward the No. 2 end, this potential 

decre�ses, and becomes zero at the extreme end. 

Since the potential of the screen grid can tl:m.e be varied between O and 55 

volts, the potentiometer connected as illustrated forms an excellent control for 

the amount of feed-back or. regeneration. Thie system baa the advantages that it 
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permi ta a very smooth and graclual •riation in the regeneration and at the same 

time it does not affect the tuning of the secondary circuit. It ia,  therefore, 

employed a great deal in short-wave regenerative receivers using acreen grid tub••• 

The screen grid tubes also produce a higher amplification gain and deliver louder 

sign.ala. 

TUB£ SYMBOLS 

ANO TO? v•::ws C1F 

SOCl'll'.:T ::o:-w:c:rlQNS 

USE OF R,r, CHOKES AND BYPASS OONDENSJ:RS 

Radio frequency chokes are small air core inductance coils that offer a high 

impedance to the passage of high frequency currents but permit the free passage of 

audio frequency currents. They conlist of several lmndred turns of fine wire wound 

/ on a suitable small bobbin. The Winding, however, must be arranged so that the 

distributed capacity is U&intained at a minimum; otherwise the effectiveneae of the 

choke will be impaired. 

Since the impedance or choking effect of such a coil increases w1 th the fre- 

quency, at the high frequencies used in radio transmiesion, the impeding or 

retarding effect is  very great. It is this feature that explains their use in the 

plate circuit of a detector tube, for the;y serve to keep the unrec tified high 

frequency currents out of the audio system. ..\t the same time some means mu.st be 

provided to return these high frequency currents to the cathode or filament, and 

for this purpose a small fixed condenser is used as a shunt or bypaH. 
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In Fig. 16, the R.F. choke keeps the radio frequency currents out of the head 

phones or audio transformer primary, while the condenser C-1 offers an 8azJY and 

low impedance by-pass return to the cathode. R.F. chokes ranging from 2 to 85 mil 

lihenri•• are used, depending upon the nature of the circuit. These inductance 

values are not high enough to offer appreciable opposition to the passage of audio 

frequency CUITents. The by-pus condenser ranges in value from .0001 to .001 mfd. 

If larger sizes are used, the higher frequency audio signals will be able to get 

throueh with the result that the higher tones are subdued or suppressed. The con 

denser C-2 serves the same purpose, it offers all signal oscillations in the screen 

grid circuit an easy return to the cathode or filament and thus keeps them out of 

the B-suppiy where they might cause disturbance. 

EXAMINATictl QUESTIONS ON FOLLCl-TING PAGE 
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